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INTRODUCTION
w xLet F be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and g g A s F x, y, z be
 .homogeneous of degree d. By e g we mean the dimension of the vectorn
 q q q . n w x  . 2 nspace Ar x , y , z , g where q s p . It is known 3 that e g s cp qn
 n.O p for some real c, and it is not hard to show that c G 3dr4. But when
 n.d G 3 the determination of c and the O p error term present great
difficulties.
w xThe case of a smooth g of degree 3 is already interesting. Pardue 4
conjectured that for such a g, c s 9r4 and he predicted the precise error
w xterm. For p / 2, Qun Chen 1 recently confirmed Pardue's conjecture,
 .  . 2 n showing that e g s 9r4 p y 5r4. His unexpected proof is based onn
a formula of Geronimus for the determinant of a certain matrix whose
.entries are Legendre polynomials. In this note, we handle the remaining
case, p s 2, using techniques of invariant theory.
We may without loss of generality assume that F is algebraically closed.
When the j-invariant of g is 0 in other words, when the coefficient of xyz
.  .in g is 0 , e g is precisely known. Making a linear change of variable, wen
3 3 3 w xmay assume that g s x q y q z , and the results of 2 on diagonal
 . ny1 hypersurfaces show that e g s 9 ? 4 for all n G 2. Alternatively, an
 .direct calculation shows that e g s 36 and e s 144. Using the fact that2 3
.e s 4e , it's not hard to show that e s 4e for all n G 2.3 2 nq1 n
 .When j g / 0 the situation is different. We shall show that in this case
ny1  4 r 4 r 4 r .e s 9 ? 4 y 1 for n G 2. Let O be the graded ring Ar x , y , zn
where r is a power of 2. The vector spaces O and O are each of6 ry3 6 r
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dimension 12 r 2 y 2, and multiplication by g gives a map T : O ª O .g 6 ry3 6 r
Our key result is:
 .THEOREM. If g is smooth and j g / 0 then T has 1-dimensional kernel.g
 .It is easy to deduce the exact formula for e g from the theorem.n
Suppose u is in the kernel of the map T : O ª O . The theoremg 6 ry4 6 ry1
then shows that xu, yu, and zu all lie in a 1-dimensional subspace of
O . Making a linear change of variable, we may assume that xu s yu s6 ry3
0. Then the polynomial representing u is divisible by x 4 ry1 y4 ry1, and
u s 0. So T : O ª O is 1 y 1 and a similar argument shows thatg 6 ry4 6 ry1
T : O ª O is 1 y 1 for all j - 6 r y 3. By duality T is onto for allg j jq3 g
j ) 6 r y 3.
 .  .  .The calculation of e g s dim OrgO s  dim O rgO is nown j j jy3
straightforward.
The proof of the theorem makes use of a certain bilinear symmetric
 .  . 4 ry1 4 ry1 4 ry1form , on O ; R, S is the coefficient of x y z in gRS.g 6 ry3 g
O and O are dually paired into F and if the e are the obvious6 r 6 ry3 i
monomial basis of O and the f the dual monomial basis of O , then6 ry3 j 6 r
< . <the matrix of T with respect to these bases is the matrix e , f . So weg i j g
 .need to show that the kernel of , is 1-dimensional. I will now outlineg
 .the proof of this result. By restricting , to a certain hyperplane ing
 :  .  .O , we get a skew form , ; when j g / 0 we show that , andg6 ry3 g
 :, have the same kernel. Using Pfaffians, we construct two elementsg
 :P and G of the kernel of , with G / 0 and P sg6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3
i r .G for some i r . g F. It suffices to show that P / 0, i.e., thatg 6 ry3 g 6 ry3
i r . / 0. To do this, we analyze how P , G and i r . depend on g. Theg 6 ry3 6 ry3 g
 .  r .group SL F acts on the smooth cubic forms, g ; we show that i is a3 g
 .  2 .homogeneous polynomial of degree r y 1 q 6 r y r in the coefficients
 .of g, and is an SL F -invariant of g. The critical calculation is the3
analysis of the value, i r ., of i r . at g s x 3 q y3 q z 3 q l xyz, l transcen-l g
dental. We show that i r . is non-zero, divisible by lry1, and of degreel
 .  . 2 .  r .F r y 1 q 9r2 r y r in l. Invariant theory then gives i explicitly.g
 r . ry1 3 .3 r 2yr .r2  r .In particular, we show that i s l l q 1 , and that i canl g
 .only vanish when j g s 0.
 .1. THE FORMS P x, y, z6 ry3
w xLet A s F x, y, z where F is a field of characteristic 2. A has a
`  .gradation by degree, [ A . Let ms x, y, z and rG1 be a power of 2.n0
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DEFINITION 1.1.
V s A r A l mw4 r x .6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3
N s A l mw2 r x r A l mw4 r x . .  .6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3
One verifies easily that dim V s 12 r 2 y 2 and that N is a6 ry3 6 ry3
hyperplane in V . Note that V s A , the ten dimensional space of6 ry3 3 3
 .cubic forms in x, y, and z. SL F operates on V and N . Since3 6 ry3 6 ry3
 .SL F is its own commutator subgroup, it acts trivially on the 1-dimen-3
12 r 2y3  .sional spaces V rN and L N . A canonical generator of6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3
2 ry1 2 ry1 2 ry1 12 r 2y3  .V rN is given by x y z , while one of L N is6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3
given by the wedge, v, of the obvious monomial basis. So we may identify
each of these spaces with F.
Now fix g g V s A . We shall use g to construct a skew bilinear3 3
 :pairing , : N = N ª V rN s F, and an elementg 6 ry3 6 ry3 12 ry3 12 ry3
 .P x, y, z in the kernel of this pairing.6 ry3
 :DEFINITION 1.2. Suppose R, S are in N . Then R, S is the imageg6 ry3
of gRS in V rN s F.12 ry3 12 ry3
 : w2 r x, is obviously well-defined and bilinear. If R g N , R g m ,g 6 ry3
R2 g mw4 r x, and gR2 g A l mw4 r x, and represents an element of N .12 ry3 12 ry3
So the pairing of the above definition is skew.
The construction of P is part of a more general process which we6 ry3
now describe. Let N be a vector space of odd dimension n over a field F
n .and N = N ª F be a skew bilinear form. Fix v / 0 in L N . Let
e , . . . , e be a basis of N with e L ??? Le s v. Let M be the skew1 n 1 n
< : <  . n  . iq1  .matrix e , e , M be minor M, i, i , and P s  y . Pf M ? e .i j i is1 i i
H  :Then P is in the kernel N of the pairing , and is independent of the
n . Hchoice of e , . . . , e . The mapping v ª P is a linear map L N ª N .1 n
When dim N Hs 1, P spans N H ; when dim N H) 1, P s 0.
 :  :Performing the above construction with N s N , , s , , andg6 ry3
v the wedge of the obvious monomial basis, we get an element P of6 ry3
 :N attached to g, lying in the kernel of , . The assignment g ª Pg6 ry3 6 ry3
 .is compatible with the action of SL F on V and N .3 3 6 ry3
THEOREM 1.3. If g s x 3 q y3 q z 3 and r ) 1, then P s 0.6 ry3
 3 3 3.2 ry1Proof. x q y q z lies in N ; since r ) 1 the same is true of6 ry3
r 3 3 3 ry1 .  .xyz x q y q z . If R is either of these elements then gR g
 4 r 4 r 4 r . w4 r x Hx , y , z s m . So each element is in N . The coefficient of6 ry3
3 r 3 ry3  3 3 3.2 ry1 4 ry3 r rx y in x q y q z is 1, and the coefficient of x y z in
 . r 3 3 3. ry1xyz x q y q z is 1. So our two elements are linearly indepen-
dent, dim N H ) 1, and P s 0.6 ry3 6 ry3
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ww xxTHEOREM 1.4. Let F be the field of fractions of O s Zr2 l and
3 3 3 ry1 w xg s x q y q z q l xyz. Then P g l O x, y, z .6 ry3
ry1  3 r 3 r 3 r .Proof. We may assume r ) 1. Let R s g ? x q y q z and1
 ry1  . ry1. . rR s g q l xyz xyz . R and R have coefficients in O. The2 1 2
3 3 3 2 ry1 .reductions R and R of R and R modulo l are x q y q z and1 2 1 2
 . r 3 3 3. ry1xyz x q y q z . Since these reductions are independent over Zr2,
 4they may be extended to a basis R , R , e , . . . , e of N where the e1 2 3 n 6 ry3 i
are monomials and R L R Le ??? Le is the standard v. Now R and R1 2 3 n 1 2
are easily seen to be in N . It follows that R L R Le ??? Le is the6 ry3 1 2 3 n
product of v by an O-unit.
w4 r x ry1 .2 ry1 3 3 3.Now R g g m while R g ' l xyz x q y q z modulo1 2
w4 r x  :  :m . It follows immediately that R , R s R , e s 0 and that eachg g1 2 1 i
 : ry1R , e g l O. So if we make use of the basis R , R , e , . . . , e tog2 i 1 2 3 n
 .calculate P up to multiplication by an O-unit , we find that the6 ry3
Pfaffians of the minors of our skew matrix all lie in lry1O and that
ry1 w xP g l O x, y, z .6 ry3
 . 3 3 3COROLLARY 1.5. Let F s Zr2 l and g s x q y q z q l xyz. Then
w x ry1P has its coefficients in Zr2 l , and each coefficient is di¨ isible by l .6 ry3
Proof. If we take the monomial basis of N , each entry of the skew6 ry3
< : < w xmatrix e , e is either 0, 1, or l. So the Pfaffians lie in Zr2 l . Thegi j
result now follows from Theorem 1.4.
3 3 3  3 . 3 3THEOREM 1.6. If g s x q y q z q l xyz, P s l q 1 x q y q3
3.z .
This is an easy calculation. The determination of P , r ) 1 is much6 ry3
more difficult. We shall use invariant theory later to show that P s6 ry3
 . ry1 3 .3 r 2yr .r2 3 r 3 r 3 r .lg l q 1 x q y q z .
 .  r .2. THE FORMS G x, y, z AND THE INVARIANTS i6 ry3 g
Fix g g V s A . Suppose R g V . Since R is well-defined modulo3 3 6 ry3
mw4 r x, gR2 is well-defined modulo mw8 r x, and is a well-defined element of
V . If R is in N , it lies in mw2 r x, gR2 lies in mw4 r x, and gR2 is an12 ry3 6 ry3
element of N .12 ry3
LEMMA 2.1. If R g N H , gR2 g N H .6 ry3 12 ry3
 : w4 r xProof. Suppose h g V and S g N . Since R, S s 0, gRS g m .g3 6 ry3
2 2 2 w8 r x  2 2: 2So g R S g m and gR , hS s 0. We conclude easily that gR isg
orthogonal to each element in the monomial basis of N .12 ry3
DEFINITION 2.2. If r is a power of 2, G s g ry1 ? P r.6 ry3 3
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THEOREM 2.3. G represents an element of N H .6 ry3 6 ry3
Proof. When r s 1, G s P , which is known to be in N H. Since3 3 3
 .2G s g ? G , the result for r ) 1 follows from Lemma 2.1 and12 ry3 6 ry3
induction.
 .Since the assignment g ª P is compatible with the action of SL F ,3 3
the assignment g ª G is compatible with the action of SL on V and6 ry3 3 3
N .6 ry3
 3 3 3 . 3LEMMA 2.4. If g s a x q y q z q l xyz with a / 0, l / 1, then no
G can be zero.6 ry3
4 3 . 3 3 3. 5ry1  3Proof. G s a l q 1 x q y q z and G s a ? l q3 6 ry3
. r 3 r 3 r 3 r .  3 3 3 . ry1 3 ry3 3 r1 x q y q z ? x q y q z q l xyz . The coefficient of x y
5ry1  3 . rin this polynomial is a ? l q 1 / 0.
THEOREM 2.5. If g represents a smooth cubic cur¨ e then no G can be6 ry3
zero.
 .Proof. We may assume F is algebraically closed. Then g is GL F3
3 3 3 3 equivalent to a form x q y q z q l xyz, l / 1. Use the fact that two
 .cubic forms that are smooth are GL F equivalent when they have the3
.  .  3 3 3 .same j-invariant. So g is SL F equivalent to a x q y q z q l xyz3
with a / 0, l3 q 1 / 0. Now use Lemma 2.4.
Now let a , a , a , and l be indeterminates over Zr2 and g s a x 2 y q1 2 3 1
a y2 z q a z 2 x q l xyz.2 3
LEMMA 2.6. Among the coefficients of G are the monomials6 ry3
a2 rar l2 ry1, a2 rar l2 ry1, a2 rar l2 ry1, and a3 ry1ar ar .1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 3
 2 3 2 3Proof. A direct calculation shows that P s a a l x q a a l y q3 1 3 2 1
2 3.  2 2 2 . 2a a l z q a a a a x y q a y z q a z x . Now modulo z, g s a x y3 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1
and g ry1 s ary1 x 2 ry2 y ry1. So the coefficient of x 4 ry2 y2 ry1 in G s1 6 ry3
ry1 r ry1  2 r r r . 3 ry1 r rg P is a the coefficient of x y in P , and this is a a a .3 1 3 1 2 3
4 ry1 ry1 ry1 ry1 r  2 . r Furthermore the coefficient of x y z in g P is a a l the3 1 3
ry1 ry1 ry1 ry1. ry1 ry1 ry1coefficient of x y z in g . Since the coefficient of x y z
in g ry1 is lry1, a2 rar l2 ry1 occurs as a coefficient of G . The argument1 3 6 ry3
for the other two monomials is similar.
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose g represents a smooth cubic cur¨ e. Then P s6 ry3
 r .  r .  r .  .i G for some i g F. i only depends on the SL F equi¨ alence classg 6 ry3 g g 3
of g, and is a homogeneous polynomial in the coefficients of g of degree
 2 .  .  .  2 .6 r y 2 y 5r y 1 s r y 1 q 6 r y r .
Proof. If N H has dimension 1, P and G are elements of this6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3
space with G / 0. If N H has dimension ) 1, P s 0, and i r . s 0.6 ry3 6 ry3 6 ry3 g
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Since the assignments g ª P and g ª G are compatible with the6 ry3 6 ry3
 .  r .  .action of SL F on V and N , i only depends on the SL F3 3 6 ry3 g 3
equivalence class of g. To prove the last assertion, let g s iq jqks3
i j k w xc x y z where the c are indeterminates, and let B s Zr2 c .i, j, k i, j, k i, j, k
Then G and P have their coefficients in B. I claim that the6 ry3 6 ry3
coefficients of G have no common factor in B. For if they did, the6 ry3
coefficients of the G attached to a x 2 y q a y2 z q a z 2 x q l xyz would6 ry3 1 2 3
w xhave a common factor in Zr2 a , a , a , l , contradicting Lemma 2.6. Now1 2 3
i r . lies in the field of fractions of B and ci r . g B where c is anyg g
coefficient of G . Since the coefficients have no common factor, i r .6 ry3 g
itself is in B. Since the coefficients of P and G are homogeneous6 ry3 6 ry3
 2 .  .polynomials in the c of degrees 12 r y 4 r2 and r y 1 q 4 r, thei, j, k
assertion about the degree of i r . follows.g
THEOREM 2.8. Suppose g s x 3 q y3 q z 3 q l xyz with l an indetermi-
 r . w x ry1nate. Then i is an element of Zr2 l di¨ isible by l .g
 r . w xProof. Theorem 2.7 shows that i g Zr2 l . Now the coefficient ofg
3 ry3 3 r  3 . r  .x y in G is l q 1 see Lemma 2.4 , while the coefficient of6 ry3
3 ry3 3 r ry1 w xx y in P lies in l Zr2 l by Corollary 1.5. The result follows6 ry3
immediately.
 r . w x  r . 3 3DEFINITION 2.9. i g Zr2 l is the polynomial i , g s x q y ql g
z 3 q l xyz, appearing in Theorem 2.8.
THEOREM 2.10. i r . is not the zero polynomial.l
Proof. Suppose it is. Take g as above. Then P s 0 and N H has6 ry3 6 ry3
 :dimension ) 1. Since the dimension is odd, it is at least 3. Extend , tog
 .  .a pairing , : V = V ª F by taking R, S to be the image ofg 6 ry3 6 ry3 g
  .gRS in V rN s F. Of course, , , through symmetric, is not12 ry3 12 ry3 g
.  2 ry1.skew. Suppose u g N is orthogonal to all of N . Then u, g is6 ry3 6 ry3 g
the coefficient of x 4 ry1 y4 ry1z 4 ry1 in ug 2 r. Since the coefficient of
2 ry1 2 ry1 2 ry1  2 ry1. 2 ry1x y z in u is zero, u, g s 0. Since l / 0, g f N .g 6 ry3
 .It follows that u is orthogonal to all of V and that , has a kernel of6 ry3 g
< . <dimension at least 3. So the matrix e , e , e the monomial basis ofi j g i
V , has nullity at least 3, and by semi-continuity the same is true of the6 ry3
< . < 3 3 3matrix e , e , h s x q y q z . Now let O be the graded ringi j h
w x  4 r 4 r 4 r .F x, y, z r x , y , z . O and O are paired into F and the multipli-6 ry3 6 r
3 3 3 cation by x q y q z map O ª O has as its matrix with respect to6 ry3 6 r
. < . <the obvious dual bases of monomials the matrix e , e . So the cokernelhi j
of this map has dimension at least 3. It follows without difficulty that the
 3 3 3. 2dimension of Or x q y q z is G 36 r q 1, contradicting the results of
w x  .2 . See the Introduction for more detail.
THEOREM 2.11. Let g s  c x i y j z k where the c are inde-iq jqks3 i, j, k i, j, k
w x 2.terminates, and B be the ring Zr2 c . Then i s c D where D g B isi, j, k g 1, 1, 1
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a degree 12 homogeneous polynomial in the c . Furthermore i2. si, j, k l
 3 .3l l q 1 .
Proof. According to Theorem 2.7, i2. is a degree 13 homogeneousg
element of B. Now let h be a smooth element of N . Then h is3
 .  3 3 3 .SL F -equivalent to a form h* s a x q y q z q l xyz , a / 0. Since h3
is in N , so is h*, and l s 0. Theorem 1.3 then shows that the P attached3 9
to h is 0. So i2. vanishes for all smooth h in N , and c divides i2. inh 3 1, 1, 1 g
B. The last statement is a direct calculation, evaluating the Pfaffian of the
appropriate 44 = 44 skew matrix, all of whose entries are 0, 1, or l. It
takes less than 10 minutes on Maple once all the matrix elements are
entered.
THEOREM 2.12. Let h be a smooth cubic with coefficients in F. Then
 .  .12D h / 0, and the j-in¨ariant of h is c rD e¨aluated at h.1, 1, 1
 .Proof. We are free to replace h by any SL F equivalent form, since3
2.  .  .i and c h are SL F -invariants of h. In particular, we may assumeh 1, 1, 1 3
 3 3 3 . 3  .that h s a x q y q z q l xyz with a / 0, l / 1. Then c h s al,1, 1, 1
 . 12  3 .3  .D h s a l q 1 by Theorem 2.11. But it's well known that j h s
12  3 .3l r l q 1 .
3. BOUNDING THE DEGREE OF i r .l
 .Let V consist of all triples of integers a s a , a , a with 0 F a - 4 r1 2 3 i
and a s 6 r y 3.i
 .DEFINITION 3.1. med a is the median of a , a , and a . For example,1 2 3
 .  .med 4, 0, 5 s 4, med 7, 1, 1 s 1.
 .  . .  2 .LEMMA 3.2.  med a s 3 r y 1 3r y 1 q 12 r y 6 r q 1 2 r yag V
. 3 21 s 24 r y 15r y 4 r q 2.
 . Proof. The sum over the 2 r y 1 elements 4 r y 1, 0, 2 r y 2 , . . . , 4 r y
.  . .1, 2 r y 2, 0 with a s 4 r y 1 is r y 1 3r y 1 , and the same holds for1
the sums where a s 4 r y 1 and where a s 4 r y 1. There remains a2 3
 2 .  . 2subset S of V of cardinality 12 r y 2 y 3 2 r y 1 s 12 r y 6 r q 1. If
 .  .a g S, let T a s 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2 y a. Then T is an involution0 0
 .   ..  .of S and 2 med a s  med a q med T a s  4 r y 2 . Soag S ag S 0 ag S
 2 . .the sum over S is 12 r y 6 r q 1 2 r y 1 .
COROLLARY 3.3. Let V be the set obtained from V by remo¨ing the0
 .  .elements 2 r y 1, 2 r y 1, 2 r y 1 and 4 r y 1, r y 1, r y 1 . Then
 . < <  2 . med a s 2 r y 2 V q 9r q r y 4 .ag V 00
Proof. Lemma 3.2 shows that the sum is 24 r 3 y 15r 2 y 7r q 4 s
 2 . .  2 .12 r y 4 2 r y 2 q 9r q r y 4 .
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DEFINITION 3.4. T : V ª V is an ``admissible involution'' if T (T is0 0
 . the identity, and for each a g V , a q T a is either 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2, 4 r y0
.  .  . 2 , 4 r y 4, 4 r y 1, 4 r y 1 , 4 r y 1, 4 r y 4, 4 r y 1 , or 4 r y 1, 4 r y 1,
.4 r y 4 .
Note that an admissible involution has no fixed points, since 2 r y 1,
.2 r y 1, 2 r y 1 f V . Let V be the subset of V consisting of all a for0 1 0
 .  . < <which T a q a s 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2 . Then V is even.1
< <DEFINITION 3.5. deg T s V .1
THEOREM 3.6. deg T F 9r 2 q r y 4.
 .  .Proof. Let g s med a q med T a y 4 r y 4 . If a g V , g s 2. Sup-a 1 a
 .  .pose that a f V , so that, for example, T a s 4 r y 1, 4 r y 1, 4 r y 1 y1
.  .  .  . .a y 3, 0, 0 . Then med T a G 4 r y 1 y med a y 3, and g G 0. Con-a
< <  .  . < <sequently, 2 V F  g s 2 med a y 4 r y 4 V . Now apply Corol-1 a a a 0
lary 3.3.
THEOREM 3.7. The coefficient of x 4 ry1 y ry1z ry1 in P , when g s x 3 q6 ry3
3 3  2 .y q z q l xyz, is a polynomial in l of degree F 9r q r y 4 r2.
 . a1 a2 a3Proof. If a s a , a , a g V , let e be the element x y z of1 2 3 0 a
N . Then the given coefficient is just the Pfafian of the skew matrix6 ry3
< : <  :  .e , e . Now e , e s l if a q b s 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2, 4 r y 2 , is 1 ifg ga b a b
 .  . a q b s 4 r y 4, 4 r y 1, 4 r y 1 , 4 r y 1, 4 r y 4, 4 r y 1 , or 4 r y 1, 4 r y
.1, 4 r y 4 , and is 0 otherwise. The explicit formula for the Pfaffian then
shows that our coefficient is Sldeg T .r2 where T runs over all the admissi-
ble involutions of V . Now apply Theorem 3.6.0
 r .  .  . 2 .THEOREM 3.8. i has degree F r y 1 q 9r2 r y r .l
 3 . r 3 r 3 r 3 r . 3 3 3 . ry1Proof. G s l q 1 x q y q z x q y q z q l xyz . So6 ry3
4 ry1 ry1 ry1  3 . r ry1the coefficient of x y z in G is l q 1 ? l , of degree6 ry3
4 r y 1, and we apply Theorem 3.7.
Remark. It's possible to show that there is a unique admissible involu-
tion of V of degree 9r 2 q r y 4. This gives an alternative proof that i r .0 l
is not the zero polynomial, and in fact shows that i r . has precise degreel
 .  . 2 .r y 1 q 9r2 r y r . But we will derive this last result from invariant
 r . ry1  3 .3 r 2yr .r2theory showing more precisely that i s l ? l q 1 .l
4. CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF
Let K be an algebraically closed field and V be the 10-dimensional3
w xspace of cubic forms with coefficients in K. Let B s K c be the ringi, j, k
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w xof polynomial functions on V . There is a homomorphism B ª K l3
taking c to l, c , c , and c to 1, and all the other c 's to 0.1, 1, 1 3, 0, 0 0, 3, 0 0, 0, 3 i, j, k
Let H be the image of H under this map.
 .SL K operates on the vector space of linear functions on V , and3 3
consequently on its symmetric algebra B. Let B be the fixed sub-algebra0
under this action.
LEMMA 4.1. c and the degree 12 element, D, of Theorem 2.11 lie in1, 1, 1
3 3 .B . Furthermore c s l and D s l q 1 .0 1, 1, 1
 .Proof. Since SL K operates trivially on V rN , c is in B . Let3 3 3 1, 1, 1 0
i j k w xg s  c x y z be the generic cubic, and B s K c . Ifiq jqks3 i, j, k i, j, k
 .  r . s  r .s g SL K , i takes the same value at g as at g. So i g B . In3 g g 0
particular i2. s c D g B and D g B . The last assertion follows fromg 1, 1, 1 0 0
Theorem 2.11.
w xLEMMA 4.2. B s K c , D .0 1, 1, 1
I suspect that this is ``well known,'' although I have never seen a proof
 .or even a statement of the fact. In any event, I will outline a proof at the
end of the paper.
Lemma 4.2 leads directly to the evaluation of i r . in the following way.g
The i r . attached to the generic g lies in B and is homogeneous of degreeg 0
 .  2 .  r .  r .r y 1 q 6 r y r . Since i / 0, i / 0. Lemma 4.2 allows us to writel g
 r . t i j  .  2 .i as  a c ? D with each i q 12 j s r y 1 q 6 r y r , and a / 0,g s i 1, 1, 1 s
a / 0. We will show that s s t s r y 1. To see this, apply the mapt
 r . t i 3 3 j .H ª H. Then i s  a l l q 1 . So the exponent to which l appearsl s i
 r . i 3 .3 jin i is s and s G r y 1. On the other hand, the degree of l l q 1 isl
 . .  .  . 2 . i q 9 j s 3r4 i q 12 j q ir4 s r y 1 q 9r2 r y r q i y r q
.  r .  .  . 2 .  .1 r4. So the degree of i is r y 1 q 9r2 r y r q t y r q 1 r4.l
Theorem 3.8 now shows that t F r y 1. So s s t s r y 1, and since the
coefficients of i r . are in Zr2, we have proved:g
THEOREM 4.3. i r . s cry1 D r 2yr .r2.g 1, 1, 1
 .  r .COROLLARY 4.4. If g is smooth and j g / 0 then i / 0. Consequently,g
 r .  :P s i G / 0, and for all r the form , has one dimensionalg6 ry3 g 6 ry3
kernel.
Proof. Theorems 4.3 and 2.12 give the first assertion and the rest
follows.
 r . ry1  3 .3 r 2yr .r2COROLLARY 4.5. i s l ? l q 1 .l
 .  .LEMMA 4.6. Suppose j g / 0. Let , be the bilinear symmetric formg
 :  .  :on V described in Theorem 2.10, extending , . Then , and ,g g6 ry3 g
ha¨e the same kernel.
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 .  2 ry1.Proof. Suppose u is in the kernel of , . Then u, g s 0, andg g
 .4 ry1 2 rthe coefficient of xyz in ug is zero. Since the coefficient of xyz in
 .2 ry1g / 0, the coefficient of xyz in u must be 0. So u g N and is in6 ry3
 :  :the kernel of , . Conversely suppose u is in the kernel of , . As ing g
 .2 ry1the proof of Theorem 2.10 we use the fact that the coefficient of xyz
 2 ry1. 2 ry1in u is 0 to show that u, g s 0. Since g and N span V , ug 6 ry3 6 ry3
is orthogonal to all of V .6 ry3
 .  .THEOREM 4.7. If g is smooth with j g / 0 then , has 1-dimensionalg
 .kernel for all r, T : O ª O has 1-dimensional kernel, and e g s 9 ?g 6 ry3 6 r n
4ny1 y 1 for all n G 2.
Proof. Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 4.6 give the first assertion, and we
deduce the others as in the Introduction.
We conclude by indicating the proof of Lemma 4.2. We want to show
w xthat an arbitrary element, H, of B is in K c , D . We may assume that0 1, 1, 1
w x w xH is homogeneous. The inclusions K c , D ; K c , D, H ; B give1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1
maps V ª V ª V of affine varieties. If W ; V is the principal open3 2 1 i i
subset D / 0, we get maps W ª W ª W . Given cU and D* in K with3 2 1 1, 1, 1
 .  U .12  U .12D* / 0 there is a smooth h with j h s c rD*. Then c rD* s1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1
12  .  .  . U  .c h rD h , and scaling h we may arrange that c h s c , D h1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1
s D*. So W ª W is onto and W ª W is also onto. Suppose two3 1 2 1
elements h and h of W have the same image in W . h and h may be1 2 3 1 1 2
viewed as smooth cubic forms. Since they have the same c and the1, 1, 1
 .same D / 0, they have the same j and are GL F equivalent. Since they3
 .have the same c they are even SL F equivalent. Since H g B it1, 1, 1 3 0
takes the same value at h and h , and h and h have the same image in1 2 1 2
W . It follows that the map W ª W is bijective and that there exist2 2 1
s q w xintegers s and q, q a power of 2, such that D H g K c , D . Then1, 1, 1
q w xH g K c , D , and using the fact that D is not a square one shows1, 1, 1
w xeasily that H g K c , D .1, 1, 1
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